GDOGG THREE DEPARTURE (RNAV)

NOTE: Chart not to scale.

DEPARTURE ROUTE DESCRIPTION

TAKEOFF RWYS 2L/C/R: Climb heading 021° or assigned ATC heading, thence....
TAKEOFF RWY 13: Climb heading 136° or assigned ATC heading, thence....
TAKEOFF RWYS 20L/C/R: Climb heading 201° or assigned ATC heading, thence....
TAKEOFF RWY 31: Climb heading 316° or assigned ATC heading, thence....

...expect radar vectors to KNNGG, then on track 001° to GDOGG. Maintain 4000. Expect clearance to filed altitude within five (5) minutes after departure.

FAPER TRANSITION (GDOGG3.FAPER)